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BIBLICAL COUNSELING IN PRACTICE
Volume 1

Martha Peace

Demonstrating that God’s Word is sufficient to bring 
clarity and practical solutions for their problems, 
Martha Peace has biblically counseled countless 
women in her 30+ year career. This book presents 
12 specific issues with counseling tips and Martha’s 
classic “right-thinking” charts to help those who 
struggle with life’s challenges.  Each stand-alone 
chapter provides step-by-step biblical teaching and 
spiritual ways to think about a problem. For biblical 
counselors and laypersons alike.

ISBN 978-1-936141-61-6
Retail: $14.95
Softcover, 154 Pages

NEW!NEW!
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NEW TITLES

WITH THE MASTER  
SHEPHERDING THE SHEEP
Susan J. Heck

Jay Adams, biblical counseling pioneer once said, “What 
is necessary to carry on a fruitful, faithful ministry of the 
Word is ‘healthy teaching’ given by trustworthy persons.” 
He could have been describing Susan Heck’s With the 
Master Bible studies.  Her teaching is faithfully biblical 
and always doctrinally sound. The study of 1 Timothy 
tackles some of the major issues for church leadership, 
the role of women in the church, the importance of 
being content with food and clothing, and warnings 
about the love of money, to name a few.

ISBN 978-1-936141-60-9
Retail: $15.95
Softcover, 329 pages, 23 Lessons with Study Questions

CULTIVATING A GOOD FAMILY HERITAGE
Leaving your Children a Legacy to Cherish

Armand and Kathy Tiffe

What kind of family heritage are you passing down to 
your children? If it is only money, land, or some other 
material possession, it falls too short for a Christian 
family. God desires that we leave something more– 
a rich legacy consisting of close family ties, cherished 
memories, and biblical values. Here is a practical guide 
to implementing these three elements into your family 
life. This book is especially profitable for parents of pre-
school through early teen years.

ISBN 978-1-936141-59-3
Retail: $11.95
Softcover, 101 pages

NEW!NEW!

NEW!NEW!
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ONLINE DATING PRINCIPLES  
FOR THE SINGLE CHRISTIAN
Josh Gerber

Meeting potential marriage partners is increasingly 
difficult in our post-pandemic culture, and many 
Christian singles are considering Online Dating. 
Scripture does not specifically address this option,  
but we find that God’s principles and guidance  
can be applied in this important area of our lives.

ISBN 978-1-936141-63-0
Retail: $5.00
Booklet

WITH THE MASTER . . .  
AND NOTHING ELSE
Susan Heck

The apostle Paul wrote the epistle to the Colossian church 
during his first imprisonment in Rome, warning them 
about false teaching that was challenging the truth of the 
gospel of Jesus Christ. That same false teaching has crept 
into our churches today. Here is another of Susan Heck’s 
expository Bible studies that will equip you with the truth 
so that you can stay grounded and steadfast in your faith 
as you face adversity, discern false teaching, and reject it. 

ISBN 978-1-936141-64-7
Retail: $15.95
Softcover, 23 Chapters with Study Questions

NEW!NEW!

NEW BOOKLETS

The destined end of man is 
not happiness, nor health, 

but holiness.
Oswald ChambersAvailable 

January, 2022
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ADDICTION RESOURCES

Dr. Mark E. ShawDr. Mark E. Shaw is Founder of Truth in Love Ministries.  He has extensive experience 
in biblically counseling men and women caught in various “addictions,” and travels 
internationally training biblical counselors.  Mark serves as the Director of Counseling at 
Grace Fellowship Church in Florence, KY.

THE HEART OF ADDICTION
A Biblical Perspective

Mark E. Shaw

Sin is rebellion against God; it is a heart set on having its own way. 
Christians are not powerless to truly overcome an “addiction” if they 
have the indwelling power of the Holy Spirit to enable them to say 
‘no’ to choices that will mentally enslave them.

This book makes the distinction between what the world terms a 
“disease” and what Scripture demonstrates is a life-dominating 
sin nature problem. Here you will find biblical tools to help you 
examine your heart’s motives at the root of the “addiction.” The 
Heart of Addiction is being heralded as the leading, practical book on 
addictions from a biblical perspective today.

ISBN 1-885904-68-1     Retail: $14.95
255 Pages

THE HEART OF ADDICTION 
WORKBOOK
ISBN 978-1-885904-69-0
Retail: $9.95

THE HEART OF ADDICTION 
LEADER’S GUIDE
ISBN 978-1-936141-13-5
Retail: $14.95

RELAPSE
Biblical Prevention Strategies

Mark E. Shaw

This workbook is for the Christian who has experienced God’s grace 
and forgiveness but finds himself drawn back into the lure of sin. 
Here you will find valuable tools and insight into your temptation 
to return to any “addiction.” Endorsed by Dr. Tedd Tripp, Steve 
Gallagher and many others, this hands-on workbook is an important 
component of Dr Shaw’s biblical addiction curriculum. He gives 
down-to-earth, practical explanations of the problem from God’s 
perspective as revealed in His Word.

ISBN 978-1-885904-91-1  Retail: $12.95
8.5 x 11, 112 pages
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ADDICTION RESOURCES

ADDICTION-PROOF PARENTING
Biblical Prevention Strategies

Mark E. Shaw
What has happened to parenting in America?  Even within the Body of Christ we have 
forgotten what it means to bring our children up in the nurture and admonition of the 
Lord.  Mark Shaw has vast experience in helping people struggling with addictive-type 
sins.  With a solid biblical foundation, he explains what God has to say about addiction 
in the Bible, making this book unique in the field of parenting resources.

Are you raising an “addict”?  Dr. Shaw details 5 mentalities that we unwittingly tend 
to foster in our children, and they may surprise you.  But take heart, there is hope and 
strength found in God’s Word, and power from His Holy Spirit to assist you in addiction-
proofing your children.

ISBN 978-1-885904-88-1 Retail: $13.95     212 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$10.00$10.00

HOW NOT TO RAISE AN ADDICT
Mark E. Shaw
No one can predict if a child will grow up to be an “addict” of some kind.  A child 
becomes addicted by personal choice and is 100% responsible for the first decision to 
abuse an addictive substance. Often parenting skills have a direct impact upon your 
children.

This booklet gives an overview of the five basic mentalities of “addictive” thinking. 
There are dangerous mindsets that children can develop that will likely lead to 
addictive choices and behavior. Most often, parents acting in love for their children, 
don’t realize how much they may be contributing to the mindsets described here.

Written in the spirit of C.S. Lewis and his “Screwtape Letters”, here is a “What Not to Do” 
for parents in training their children at any age. It is never too late. 

Endorsed by Dr. Tedd Tripp.

ISBN 978-1-936141-35-7 Retail:  $5.00     Booklet, 50 Pages

Biblical Prevention Strategies

MARK E. SHAW

How Not to  
Raise an 
Addict

EATING DISORDERS
Hope for Hungering Souls

Mark E. Shaw with Rachel Bailey and Bethany Spence
God’s Word has much to say about modern day problems, and that includes the 
spectrum of eating disorders.  Life-threatening problems as a result of disordered 
eating are at epidemic proportions today.  Thankfully, there is real hope and practical 
help available through Jesus Christ—the only One who offers real solutions to hurting 
souls.

ISBN  978-1-936141-22-7     Retail:  $7.95
75 Pages

EATING 
DISORDERS
Hope for Hungering Souls

Mark E. Shaw
with 

Rachel Bailey and Bethany Spence

SALE!SALE!
$5.00$5.00

With drug over-With drug over-
doses and death on doses and death on 
the rise, this may be the rise, this may be 
the most important the most important 

booklet you read.booklet you read.
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ADDICTION RESOURCES

DIVINE INTERVENTION
Hope and Help For Families of Addicts

Mark E. Shaw

Friends and family members are often amazed at how this book 
describes the “addict” in their lives.  But more than a description, 
Mark Shaw clearly spells out what to do and how to interact with that 
person.  It is divided into three sections that prove helpful for loved 
ones of those who are caught in the snare of addictive sins: 

• What to do with Unwilling and Unrepentant Addicts
• What to do with Willing and Repentant Addicts
• What God wants you to Learn 

ISBN 978-1-885904-63-8     Retail: $10.95     114 pages

FAMILY SUPPORT

NEW WINE
A Biblical Approach to Substance Abuse

Mike Cleveland and Jeff Perry
Freedom from the abuse of drugs and alcohol can be a reality in the life of 
anyone who will apply biblical principles to their life.  The teachings in this 
workbook have been used in the lives of many to set them free from their 
bondage to substance abuse.  You will read some of their testimonies here.

New Wine is a 60-day interactive course that will help you drink deeply of the 
“New Wine” that satisfies the heart, and thereby find freedom from drinking 
and drugs.  It is possible, and with the help of the Holy Spirit, you can do it.

ISBN 978-1-936141-19-7     Retail:  $19.95     190 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$15.00$15.00

CROSS TALKING
A Devotional for Transforming Addicts

Mark E. Shaw

A 45-Day devotional book designed to transform your thoughts that 
lead to addiction of many types into gospel thinking that brings glory 
to God.  We are too easily conformed to this world, and these daily 
readings will transform your thinking and direct you away from the 
temporary pleasures of self to victorious living in Christ.

ISBN 978-1-885904-84-3      Retail: $9.95     104 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$7.00$7.00
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GOSPEL GROWTH

A GOSPEL PRIMER FOR CHRISTIANS
Learning the See the Glories of God’s Love

Milton Vincent

To the Christians in Rome, the Apostle Paul said, “I am eager 
to preach the gospel to you who are at Rome” (Romans 
1:15).  Evidently, Christians need to hear the gospel even after 
conversion; and A Gospel Primer for Christians is designed 
to help you do just that.  In this little primer you will find short 
passages of biblical truth to help you savor the glories of God’s 
love and experience the life-transforming power of the gospel 
in all areas of life.  Use this book to preach the gospel to yourself 
daily and be amazed at the difference it can make in your life! 

ISBN 978-1-885904-67-6     Retail: $11.95
97 Pages

PROSE BOOKLET 
Retail: $2.00

SPANISH PROSE BOOKLET  
Retail: $2.00

BookletsBooklets
50 or more50 or more
$1.00$1.00ea.ea.

FROM HEARTBROKEN TO HOPEFUL
Gospel Hope for Parents of Prodigals   

Shirley Elliott

Christian parents faithfully train up their children in the love and 
discipline of the Lord. But what happens when adult children make 
a conscious decision to live an opposite way from God’s instructions?  
All too often, when this happens parents begin to believe they have 
failed God and their child. This book will help parents realize they 
are not responsible for the decisions and actions of their prodigal 
son or daughter, and will point them to biblical hope.
ISBN 978-1-936141-28-9
Retail:  $14.95     Softcover, 170 Pages

Leader/Study Guide, 68 Pages 
ISBN: 978-1-936141-40-1 • Retail: $10.95

GOSPEL HOPE FOR PARENTS OF PRODIGALS

SALE!SALE!
$10.00$10.00

KEEPSAKE 
LEATHERBOUND 

EDITION   
$24.95 AUDIOBOOK 

Retail: $12.98

NEW!
NEW!
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DOMESTIC ABUSE

In the 
Aftermath

Past the Pain of Childhood Sexual Abuse

 Pamela Gannon
Beverly Moore

IN THE AFTERMATH
Past the Pain of Childhood Sexual Abuse

Pamela Gannon and Beverly Moore

Adult victims of childhood sexual abuse have tried looking for answers 
within themselves or other people’s thoughts and theories, but have 
not found the hope and help they are seeking. That is because the only 
true and lasting hope, joy and peace are not found within us, but in 
God who created us. This book will point you directly into God’s Word 
where you will find His comfort and peace.

ISBN 978-1-936141-36-4
Retail:  $14.95 Softcover, 196 Pages

THE HEART OF DOMESTIC ABUSE
Gospel Solutions for Men who use Control 
and Violence in the Home

Chris Moles  
Domestic abuse and violence are on the rise in our culture today.  With an 
estimated one-fourth of women in the church living with abuse, pastors and 
biblical counselors need to have the resources to offer hope and help. With vast 
experience in batterer intervention, and training in biblical counseling, Chris 
Moles encourages godly men in the church to call abusive men to repentance 
and accountability through the power of the Holy Spirit.

ISBN 978-1-936141-27-2
Retail: $14.95 Softcover, 150 Pages

Heart of The

GOSPEL SOLUTIONS FOR MEN WHO USE 
CONTROL AND VIOLENCE IN THE HOME

Domestic
Abuse

CHRIS  MOLES

SANCTUARY 
Hope and Help for Victims of Domestic Abuse

Sydney Millage
Oppressed, hurting women continue to look for help and safety, but there is 
a disconnection between their need and provision. Women are seeking help. 
Church leaders, many of whom are volunteers, want to help. Individuals are 
concerned. Why, then, are women failing to find help in local churches? What 
prevents our churches from effectively helping women who are abused by 
their husbands?

The missing piece is an understanding of domestic abuse and how to apply 
the good news of Jesus, His Word and character to what has remained unseen, 
unknown, and misunderstood.

ISBN 978-1-936141-50-0 
Retail:  $14.95 Softcover, 224 Pages
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SHARING THE GOSPEL

Jay Lickey

Discipleship 
Reboot

A Handbook for 
Biblical Disciple-Making
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WHO DO YOU DISCIPLE?

DISCIPLESHIP REBOOT
A Handbook for Biblical Disciple-Making

Jay Lickey

Jesus’ words in Matthew 28:19 are called The Great 
Commission: “Go therefore and make disciples …” 
 If Jesus said it, we need to do it.

Take the challenge to go out and make disciples.  
Here is a practical handbook to teach you exactly  
how to disciple others.  

Endorsed by John MacArthur

ISBN 978-1-936141-48-7  
Retail: $10.95 
Softcover, 88 Pages

SALVATION TREASURES:  
UNDERSTANDING THE MYSTERIES  
OF GOD
Dan Manningham

As you follow through with Jesus’ mandate to “Go 
therefore and make disciples” you will feel more 
confident if you understand the theological terms 
that make the gospel so precious. Here, in a simple 
and practical way, you will learn the doctrines of 
Redemption, Justification, Propitiation, Sanctification 
and many more. As you study Scripture, and find these 
hidden treasures, you will understand what they mean.

ISBN 978-1-936141-58-6 
Retail: $10.95
Softcover, 98 pages

Cheap Worldly 
Christianity 

Offends nobody, 
Requires no 

sacrifice, Costs 
nothing, And is 
worth nothing!

J.C. Ryle
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SHARING THE GOSPEL

Julie Gossack

  The Fear The Fear 
  oF DeaTh oF DeaTh 

  anD The anD The 

  Promises Promises 
  oF GoDoF GoD

Julie Gossack

THE FEAR OF DEATH AND 
THE PROMISES OF GOD
Julie Gossack

ISBN 978-1-936141-54-8
Retail: $2.00

THE LIBERATING GOSPEL
Susan Heck

ISBN 978-1-936141-52-4
Retail: $2.00

Susan J. Heck

LIBERATING
The

Gospel
A Call to Salvation

A GOSPEL PRIMER FOR 
CHRISTIANS POCKET 
BOOKLET
Prose Section

Milton Vincent

ISBN 978-1-936141-51-7
Retail: $2.00 
See full book on page 8

THE MOST 
ENCOURAGING PROMISE
Armand P. Tiffe

ISBN 978-1-936141-47-0
Retail: $2.00

The Most 
Encouraging 
Promise in 
the Bible
Encouraging Words for 

Discouraged Souls 

Armand Tiffe is Pastor Emeritus of 
Cornerstone Community Church 
in Mayfield Heights, Ohio. He was 
Cornerstone’s founding pastor and 
senior pastor for 26 years until retiring 
from that role in 2015. He continues 
to serve at Cornerstone overseeing 
its Biblical Counseling and Training 
Center. Armand is a certified biblical 
counselor and instructor of biblical 
counseling for the Association of 
Certified Biblical Counselors. He is the 
author of Transformed Into His Likeness: 
A Handbook for Putting Off Sin and 
Putting On Righteousness. Armand and 
his wife Kathy are blessed with two 
adult children, their spouses, and three 
grandchildren.

Bemidji, Minnesota 56601
800.913.6287 

www.focuspublishing.com

ISBN 13: 978-1-936141-47-0

Armand P. Tiffe

BookletsBooklets
50 or more50 or more
$1.00$1.00ea.ea.

SALVATION HANDBOOK
Martha Peace

$1.00 each 
50 or more:  $ .50 each

ENHANCING 
MARITAL ONENESS
Armand and Kathy Tiffe

ISBN 978-1-936141-62-3
Retail: $2.00

NEW!NEW!
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THE EXCELLENT WIFE
A Biblical Perspective

Martha Peace

Our top-selling Bible study for couples.  Each book has 21 
corresponding chapters for husbands and wives to study together 
to discover how to most love one another and bring glory to God in 
their marriage.  Ideal for personal study or small groups.  300 pages. 
Study and Teacher Guides available.  

ISBN 978-1-885904-08-8
Retail: $14.95
Spiral Study Guide: $9.95
Leader’s Guide: $9.95

The Excellent Wife 
Audio Book

Go to: www.echristian.com

Martha PeaceMartha Peace is a teacher and certified biblical counselor. She is the author of several books 
and speaks internationally at women’s conferences training women how to develop godly 
character. Visit: www.marthapeace.com for more information.

THE EXEMPLARY HUSBAND
A Biblical Perspective

Stuart Scott

The overall goal of this book is to assist husbands toward purposeful 
and lasting Christ-likeness for the glory of God.  He created marriage 
to be a picture of the relationship between Christ and the church.  It 
was written to be a companion book for The Excellent Wife.  Couples 
who commit to the biblical principles presented in these books will 
find a oneness in marriage that will give God glory and bring His 
blessing. 

ISBN 978-1-885904-31-2     Retail: $14.95
Spiral Study Guide: $9.95       Leader’s Guide: $9.95

Dr. Stuart ScottDr. Stuart Scott is a Professor of Biblical Counseling in the graduate school at The Master’s 
College in Santa Clarita, CA. He is an adjunct professor at Southern Baptist Theological 
Seminary teaching biblical counseling. He also serves as a Fellow and board member of 
the Association of Certified Biblical Counselors (ACBC).

MARRIAGE
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MARRIAGE

THE EXCELLENT WIFE: DAY BY DAY
Karen Eiler 
Based on The Excellent Wife by Martha Peace

This book presents hundreds of common scenarios we all face as Christian 
women, and illustrates God’s way of responding to these situations with love 
and grace.  The Excellent Wife Day by Day gives practical, biblical solutions for 
virtually every situation we face as wives.  Endorsed by Martha Peace.

ISBN 978-1-885904-86-7 Retail: $14.95     266 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$10.00$10.00

MARRIAGE IS HARD: 
Truths I Wish I Had Understood Before I Got Married
Susan Black

Marriage is hard because it is the union of two sinners engaged in the eternal 
battle between self-centeredness and servanthood, between living for self 
or dying to self.  But God is faithful, and He has a gracious plan of heart-
transformation for any wife who will commit her way to Him. Group study 
questions for each of ten chapters. 

ISBN  978-1-936141-14-2 Retail:  $13.95     150 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$10.00$10.00

Bemidji, Minnesota 56601
www.focuspublishing.com

ISBN 13: 978-1-936141-11-1
ISBN 10: 1-936141-11-1

It is a wonderful thing to be a child of God and to be His servant in this sin-plagued world. But what does a 
Christian wife do when she is faced with the reality of her husband’s infidelity? Certainly, Scripture offers this 
betrayal as an occasion to leave the marriage. But what if she loves her husband and children and desires to 
save her marriage and bring greater glory to God? In His love and mercy, God has the answers for the wife in 
this painful situation.

Here is a biblical blueprint that will help the heartbroken wife find healing and restoration in her marriage. 
Mary Asher developed this Bible study for a young woman (Hannah) who desired to live in obedience to God. In 
this situation, anger, bitterness and fear of the future are emotionally crippling, and you are left with a feeling 
of hopelessness. It won’t be easy, but God will bless you for your faithfulness.

“Most Christian materials that attempt to address this issue … avoid substantial godly hope and help. 
This is the type of biblical truth that touches the soul and brings healing change.”

Dr. John D. Street, Chair, MABC Graduate Program, The Master’s College and Seminary

“Here is a book that will provide specific, practical and accurately biblical help and direction for 
counselors, and especially for wives. I heartily recommend it for use by counselors when they are 
called upon to help wives who have experienced the backlash of their husband’s unfaithfulness.”

Dr. Wayne Mack, Founder of Strengthening Ministries Training Institute, South Africa, 
Professor Emeritus and Past Chairman of MABC at the Master’s College

“When dealing with the sin of a husband’s experience with pornography, church people often focus on 
trying to help the husband, while the innocent one (in this case the wife), is often neglected and not 
offered help. Mary and Hannah do an excellent job of guiding the woman to find the comfort needed 
from God’s Word in a workbook format.”

Dr. Stuart Scott, Professor in the Graduate Program at The Master’s College, 
Fellow with the Association of Certified Biblical Counselors (ACBC)

“Marital unfaithfulness has devastating consequences. Here is a Christ-focused, biblical, hope-filled 
workbook for betrayed wives who are seeking to save themselves and their marriage.”

Randy Patten, President of TEAM Focus Ministries,  
Past Executive Director of NANC, (now known as ACBC)

Hannah Palmer is a full time home school mom of four. She and David have 
been married 17 years. Throughout their marriage God has taught her the 
meaning of endurance, forgiveness and love. It is because of the hurt and pain 
she experienced in her own marriage that she saw the need to help other wives.

Mary Asher is a certified counselor with ACBC. She co-authored The Christians 
Guide to Psychological Terms with her husband Marshall Asher. They serve 
together as biblical counselors at Believers Fellowship of San Antonio Texas.

Encouragement and Biblical Counsel for 
Wives in the Wake of Sexual Betrayal
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Healing
and

Heartbroken
Healing

Mary Asher & 
Hannah Palmer

Foreword by Martha Peace

HEARTBROKEN & HEALING
Encouragement and Biblical Counsel for Wives in the Wake of Sexual Betrayal
Mary Asher & Hannah Palmer

What does a Christian wife do when she is faced with the reality of her 
husband’s attachment to pornography, or the betrayal of his infidelity? Here is 
a biblical blueprint to help the heartbroken wife find healing and restoration in 
her marriage.  It isn’t easy, but God will bless her faithfulness. 

ISBN  978-1-936141-11-1 Retail:  $12.95     122 Pages

WHAT DOES A SPIRIT-FILLED MARRIAGE LOOK LIKE? 
Susan J. Heck

Here you will find thirteen doctrines that guide 
a marriage that will bring glory to God-humility, 
forgiveness, generosity, peace and prayer, to name a few. Ephesians 5:21-33 
teaches what a Spirit-filled marriage should be. Included are Questions to 
Consider, designed to foster communication between husbands and wives.

ISBN 978-1-936141-53-1     Retail:  $5.00     Booklet, 32 PagesSusan J. Heck

What Does A

Look Like?

Spirit-Filled
Marriage NEW!NEW!
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WAYNE MACK

WAYNE MACK’S EXCELLENT COMMENTARY ON 
JOHN BUNYAN’S THE PILGRIMS PROGRESS

CHRISTIAN LIFE ISSUES, VOLUME 2
The Christian Journey Continued and Concluded

Matthew 28:19 gives us one of the last recorded commands that Jesus left for us, 
and that is to go out and make disciples and teach them how to live the Christian 
life. These two volumes, based on John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress present a 
comprehensive manual for personal spiritual growth and discipleship lessons.

ISBN 978-1-936141-41-8
Retail:  $17.95 Softcover, 344 Pages, 100 Pages Q and A

CHRISTIAN LIFE ISSUES: THE BEGINNING OF THE 
JOURNEY
A Commentary Based on John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress

It has been said that a complete understanding of The Pilgrim’s Progress is 
equivalent to a seminary degree. Bible scholar and counselor Wayne Mack 
presents an exhaustive and practical application of this time-tested allegory to 
the Christian life today.

Endorsed by Dr. Joel Beeke and many others.

ISBN 978-1-936141-34-0
Retail:  $17.95 Softcover, 269 Pages, 150 Pages Q and A

christian

life
issues

Based on John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress

VOLUME 1: The Beginning of the Journey

Dr. Wayne A. Mack

This may yet be Wayne Mack’s most enduring work!
-Dr. Conrad Mbewe

ch
ristian

 life issu
es 

VOLUM
E 1: The Beginning of the Journey 

M
ack

A CHRISTIAN GROWTH AND DISCIPLESHIP 
MANUAL
A Homework Manual for Biblical Living

Wayne Mack with Wayne Johnston
A Homework Manual for Biblical Living, is designed to help people grow in 
their Christian lives and assist them in finding God’s solutions to various 
problems they encounter in life. This workbook is an excellent practical 
resource for study groups, personal spiritual accountability, growth in 
marriage, and a wide variety of topics. Nearly 70 lessons on marriage, 
parenting, overcoming anger, forgiveness, death and dying, temptation, 
singleness and many more. 

Each lesson is one or two pages in length.

ISBN 1-885904-57-6     Retail: $19.95 8.5 x 11 / 212 pages

SALE!SALE!
$10.00$10.00
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BIBLICAL COUNSELING RESOURCES

THE CHRISTIAN’S GUIDE TO
PSYCHOLOGICAL TERMS
Marshall and Mary Asher

REVISED AND UPDATED to reflect the most current 
psychiatric and psychological industry standards. 
Psychological terms are used in everyday conversations, 
and not always with the correct meaning.  When a 
Christian needs to know the practical implications of a 
term, this book is the most biblical and understandable 
resource available.  The Bible’s teaching on each issue is 
clearly presented, along with extensive Scripture cross-
references to facilitate Bible study.  

ISBN  978-1-936141-24-1
Retail:  $25.95 8.5 x 11 / 251 Pages

Spiral Bound

Strength 
in

numberS

There are so few counselors today who are teaching people how to think 
biblically. For many years, hurting souls have been turning to secular counseling, 
where they are often given medications and psychobabble without dealing with 
heart issues. However, the tide is changing as the biblical counseling movement 
is helping to return “soul care” to the Bible-believing church. 

God did not intend for members of local Christian congregations to be 
spectators of His work, and this book presents a replication model that intentionally 
trains and multiplies biblical counselors in your local church. The team concept 
of ministry is not new as we see examples throughout the Bible of God sending 
men and women in teams to do His work for the kingdom. Whether you are a 
pastor who counsels as you shepherd your flock, a biblical counselor in full-time 
ministry, or a lay person who is often approached for spiritual advice, this book 
will be a valuable resource to help you implement team biblical counseling in 
your church.

Finally a book about how to get others in your church involved in biblical 
counseling. Filled with practical examples, it encourages Christians to consider 
forming lay ministry teams of biblical counselors. This book is greatly needed 
and immensely helpful.
	 	 Dr.	David	Tyler, Director, Gateway Biblical Counseling and   
  Training Center, Fairview Heights, IL.

This is a well-written book explaining with precision and passion the need 
for team counseling.  Much more can be accomplished by two loving people 
who are deeply concerned for the person they are trying to minister to, work 
with, pray for and challenge in union with scriptural mandates.  Outstanding!
	 	 Dr.	Rick	Thomas, Founder of Mt. Carmel Ministries and

  Biblical Counseling Education

Dr.	Mark	Shaw is the Founder and President of Truth	 in	Love	Ministries	
(www.histruthinlove.org) in the greater Birmingham, AL area, and pastor of 

Clay Christian Fellowship in Clay, AL.  He holds a biblical 
counseling certification with the National Association of 
Nouthetic Counselors (NANC) and is a certified Master’s Level 
Addiction Professional (MLAP) with the Alabama Association 
of Drug and Alcohol Addiction.  

Dr. Shaw and his wife Mary, have four children and reside 
near Birmingham, AL.

Strength 
in

numberS

502 Third Street NW
Bemidji, Minnesota 56601
www.focuspublishing.com
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The Team Approach to 
Biblical Counseling

Expanded Edition

MARK E. SHAW

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
The Team Approach to Biblical Counseling

Mark Shaw

The team concept of ministry is not new as we see 
examples throughout the Bible of God sending men and 
women in teams to do His work. The biblical counseling 
movement is helping to return “soul care” to the Bible-
believing church. This book presents a replication model 
that intentionally trains and multiplies biblical counselors 
in your local church. Whether you are a pastor who 
counsels, a biblical counselor in full-time ministry, or a lay 
person who is often approached for spiritual advice, this 
book will be a valuable resource to help you implement 
team biblical counseling in your church.

ISBN 978-1-885904-89-8     Retail: $13.95
8.5 x 11 / 147 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$8.00$8.00

THE BEST REFERENCE GUIDE

Consider a church counseling ministry. 
Here is how to do it.
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BIBLICAL COUNSELING RESOURCES

PAUL
the

COUNSELOR

Edited by

Mark Shaw & Bill Hines

Counseling and 
Disciple-making 

Modeled by 
the Apostle

Counseling and 
Disciple-making 

Modeled by 
the Apostle

PAUL THE COUNSELOR
Counseling and Disciple-making 
Modeled by the Apostle

Edited by Mark E. Shaw & Bill Hines

The Apostle Paul had a passion to help Christians grow spiritually and 
apply biblical principles to the everyday challenges they encountered 
and that we face today.  In that sense, Paul taught the same lessons that 
biblical counselors teach today.  We are all called to counsel and disciple 
one another and the practical lessons in this book will be referred to 
over and over again.  Chapters are authored by men and women who are 
biblical counselors and include  such topics as Paul’s model of change, 
Paul’s lessons on temptation, renewing the mind, women in ministry and 
leaving the past behind.  

ISBN 978-1-936141-25-8     Retail: $12.95 197 Pages

Practical lessons from 
Paul the Apostle

DECEPTIVE DIAGNOSIS
When Sin is Called Sickness

David Tyler and Kurt Grady 
Foreword by Ed Bulkley

In the mid-1960’s, a major shift occurred in the church.  Instead of calling sinful 
and deviant behavior “sin”, it was labeled “sickness.”  Now, instead of seeking 
God’s definitions and explanations of human behavior, more and more people are 
accepting a secular worldview based on humanistic psychology rather than the 
Bible.  Believers have been duped into thinking they are sick and need recovery.  

ISBN 1-885904-58-4     Retail: $10.95     129 Pages

TRANSFORMED INTO HIS LIKENESS
A Handbook for Putting Off Sin and Putting On 
Righteousness

Armand Tiffe
Transformed Into His Likeness describes over 100 common 
problems facing Christians today along with biblical solutions 
for each.  The strength of this resource is that it is a complete 
package.  It explains the biblical process of change, helps identify 
where personal change is needed, provides pertinent Scripture 

references for problem areas, and offers a practical worksheet to walk you through the change process and 
help you implement biblical change into your life.

ISBN 1-885904-52-5     Retail: $9.95     Spiral 8.5 x 11
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BIBLICAL COUNSELING RESOURCES

HOPE IN GOD
A Biblical Perspective for Understanding, 
Overcoming  and Preventing Depression

Kristie Gant

When the dark days of depression settle upon us, we are often at a loss 
to understand what is happening, how we got there, and how to move 
out of that pit. We feel helpless and hopeless. This inductive Bible study 
workbook will help you discover practical, concrete and biblical ways to 
respond. Useful as an individual study or in a small group. 

ISBN 1-885904-65-7     Retail: $18.95
Spiral 8.5 x 11 / 190 Pages

A Biblical Perspective for Understanding, 
Overcoming & Preventing Depression

7 Week Course

OUT OF THE BLUES
Dealing with the Blues of Depression and Loneliness

Wayne Mack

Depression has been called the common cold of mental ailments. This 
book will define and describe depression, present a biblical solution to the 
problem, and outline causes and solutions for the blues.

Includes a Q and A section about depression and loneliness, as well as 
additional notes for the counselor.  This is a great resource for anyone 
seeking to help or be helped in fighting this dark enemy. 

ISBN 1-885904-59-2     Retail: $10.95     145 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$8.00$8.00

DEPRESSION

A Biblical Perspective for Hope and Help

PTSD

HENRY BEAULIEU

PTSD
A Biblical Perspective for Hope and Help

Henry Beaulieu

Psychological and medical models say that everyone subjected to the stress 
of ongoing combat operations will experience some degree of PTSD. However, 
the disorder goes beyond the scope of military action. Terrorist attacks, sexual 
or physical assault (in childhood or as an adult), mass shootings, and a range of 
natural disasters may also produce debilitating long-term effects.

Here you will find a list of symptoms of PTSD, common therapeutic models, and 
then a valuable contrast with biblical and long-lasting answers. You can experience 
genuine “rest” and relief from the crippling fear and stress of PTSD symptoms.

ISBN 978-1-936141-44-9
Retail: $5.00 Booklet, 36 Pages
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SUSAN HECK

Susan Heck’sSusan Heck’s expository Bible Studies are for those who desire to dig 
deeper into the word of God, exploring scriptural passages verse by verse.

WITH THE MASTER . . . ON THE MOUNT 
A Ladies’ Bible Study of the Sermon on the Mount

Susan J. Heck
We are living in an age of apostasy; anage of a great falling away from the life of holiness 
that God requires of kingdom citizens.  In His Sermon on the Mount, Jesus leaves no doubt 
as to what He expects from those who profess to be His children.

ISBN 978-1-936141-45-6 Retail:  $15.95 
Softcover, 358 Pages, 23 Lessons with Study Questions

A Ladies’ 
Bible Study  
of the Epistle  
of James

School of 
Tested Faith

With the Master

susan J. heck

   In the

A Ladies’ 
Bible Study  
of Ephesians

       In  
Heavenly 
   Places

With the Master

susan J. heck

WITH THE MASTER . . .  IN HEAVENLY PLACES
A Ladies’ Bible Study of Ephesians

Susan Heck
Ephesians 2:6 promises that Christians will sit together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus.  
What we believe determines how we will live for Him.  What we believe about Heaven will 
determine how we live for the life to come.  

ISBN 978-1-936141-33-3     Retail:  $15.95 
Softcover, 296 Pages, 22 Lessons with Study Questions

WITH THE MASTER . . .  ON OUR KNEES
Susan Heck
Here is an exciting in-depth study which promises to equip Christians for a deeper and 
more meaningful life of prayer. It will challenge you to develop the discipline of prayer, 
and show by example how Old and New Testament saints prayed. 

ISBN 978-1-885904-78-2     Retail: $15.95    
330 Pages, 17 Lessons with Study Questions

WITH THE MASTER . . .  IN THE SCHOOL OF TESTED FAITH
A Ladies’ Bible Study of James

Susan Heck
Christians will face temptations and times of testing in their daily walk. In this book, James 
teaches that genuine faith works in a practical way in the Christian’s life. Learn how to be 
victorious in difficult times. Includes study questions in each of 24 lessons.

ISBN 978-1-936141-37-1     Retail:  $15.95 
Softcover, 336 Pages, 24 Lessons with Study Questions
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SUSAN HECK

WITH THE MASTER . . . IN FULLNESS OF JOY Susan Heck
The news headlines today can be cause for worry and despair, but the book of 
Philippians is about joy and rejoicing in the midst of difficult circumstances and difficult 
people—about being joyful even when you don’t have anyone but Christ!  

Endorsed by John and Patricia MacArthur  ISBN 978-1-885904-90-4 
Retail: $15.95     351 Pages, 26 Lessons with Study Questions

Call for Low Quantity 
Discounts!

WITH THE MASTER . . . BEFORE THE MIRROR OF GOD’S WORD
Susan Heck
The book of First John is a letter of self-examination to see if you are in the faith and living the 
example of the life of Jesus Christ.  Susan lovingly expounds on this book as a spiritual mother, 
with the same tone John used when he wrote this letter to “little children” of the faith. 

ISBN 978-1-885904-04-1   Retail: $15.95  
343 Pages, 23 Lessons with Study Questions

A CALL TO DISCIPLESHIP  Susan Heck
This book defines Christian discipleship, and outlines what, 
where, when and how to put it into practice.
ISBN  978-1-936141-09-8       Retail: $5.00

PUTTING OFF LIFE-DOMINATING SINS  Susan Heck
Seven Predominate Sins Christians Commit, Seven Powerful Motivations 
 for Putting Off Sin, and Seven Practical Helps for Putting Off  
Life-Dominating Sins. 

ISBN  978-1-885904-77-5     Retail: $5.00

A CALL TO SCRIPTURE MEMORY
Susan Heck

Discover the joy and blessing of memorizing Scripture.  You 
will find 11 reasons why you should memorize Scripture and 

valuable tools to teach you how, what, and when.

ISBN  978-1-936141-07-4      Retail: $5.00

ASSURANCE  Susan Heck
Twenty Tests for God’s Children

This booklet provides 20 Valid Tests for you to examine 
yourself so that you can know—without a doubt 

—that you have eternal life.

ISBN  978-1-936141-10-4      Retail:  $5.00
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STUART SCOTT

BIBLICAL MANHOOD
Masculinity, Leadership & Decision-Making

Stuart Scott
How does a man know if he is a “real man”? The answers can be discovered in 
Scripture. This book addresses three important areas of a man’s life: Masculinity, 
Leadership & Decision-Making.  Dr. Scott offers critical help to combat the temptation 
of sexual lust, one of the most destructive areas for the single man, the husband and 
his family. Whether you are single or married, this will be a valuable resource. 

ISBN 978-1-885904-82-9     Retail: $10.95     112 Pages

FROM PRIDE TO HUMILITY  Stuart Scott
The sin of pride is the most detestable to God. Here is an exhaustive list of manifestations of 
pride, followed by the challenging attributes of humility.  A handy reference guide.  
ISBN  978-1-885904-37-1    Retail: $5.00

ANGER, ANXIETY & FEAR  Stuart Scott
As the trials of living in an uncertain world increase, the sins of anger, anxiety and fear come 
up more frequently in our daily lives.  We must depend on God to help us deal with these 
challenges.  ISBN  978-1-885904-76-8    Retail: $5.00

COMMUNICATION AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION  Stuart Scott
Communication and resolving conflicts in a God-honoring way involves having a heart 
that is humble and wants to please God. You will find biblical ways to resolve conflict and 
communicate effectively.  ISBN  978-1-885904-50-8    Retail: $5.00

KILLING SIN HABITS
Conquering Sin with Radical Faith

Stuart Scott
Stuart Scott nails down the mortification of sin in this important resource. He presents 
a Temptation/Lust Clock that demonstrates how easily Christians can fall into a familiar 
pattern of sin, and then in his usual practical approach, presents specific exercises to 
help you conquer sin habits with radical faith.  A valuable Appendix to the book is a 
“Battle Plan for Killing Sin Habits.”

ISBN 978-1-936141-15-9     Retail: $10.95     77 Pages

BOOKLETS
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MARTHA PEACE

ATTITUDES OF A TRANSFORMED HEART
Martha Peace
Christians and non-Christians alike often embrace a low view of God, 
and consequently a casual view of sin and Scripture. This low view 
of God is reflected in the attitudes of our heart.  Your heart is who you are on the 
inside. It is what you think, your motives, and your desires. Our hearts have been 
conformed to the world’s way of thinking. It takes grace from God and work on our 
part for our minds to be transformed to think God-honoring thoughts and to truly 
discern unbiblical philosophies.

ISBN 1-885904-28-2     Retail: $12.95   253 Pages

13 Weeks with
Study Questions

Expanded Anniversary Edition

BECOMING A TITUS 2 WOMAN
Martha Peace
Here is an excellent resource that will challenge mature Christian women to mentor 
younger wives and mothers.  Young Christian women today yearn for the friendship 
and counsel of one who has lived through the challenges of life and remained 
strong in her relationship with Jesus Christ.  This expanded version includes valuable 
Appendices that will give the mentoring relationship eternal significance. It is an 
excellent individual study or in small groups. 

ISBN  978-1-936141-20-3     Retail:  $12.95    199 Pages

PSYCHOLOGIZED MAN
Martha Peace

If our minds are to be transformed to think Scripturally about God, we must also have a 
biblically accurate view of man.  The evolution of psychology as detailed in this booklet 
focuses on men and women and their needs rather than God. 

ISBN  978-1-885904-41-X     Retail: $5.00

SALE!SALE!
$10.00$10.00

Holding Fast to God  
When You are Overwhelmed

Martha Peace

Precious Truths 
in Practice

P
recious Truths in P
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M

artha Peace

PRECIOUS TRUTHS IN PRACTICE
Holding Fast to God When You are Overwhelmed

Martha Peace
When our lives are in crisis and we are overwhelmed and filled with anxiety, Christians 
can lean on the steadfast promises of God to get them through each day.  Our faith is 
strengthened by the knowledge of the character of God.  God wants to be known by His 
children, and evidence of that is found throughout Scripture.  This book will increase 
your faith and help you to find peace as you trust in God’s path for your life.

ISBN 978-1-936141-55-5   Retail: $14.95   Softcover, 146 Pages

10 Weeks with
Study Questions

NEW!NEW!
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HOPE AND HELP THROUGH BIBLICAL COUNSELING
Mark E. Shaw

Biblical counselors have been trained to utilize the Bible in a counseling context 
by applying practical and hopeful biblical principles to real life situations and 
problems. Christians need to understand the awesome resources available 
in Scripture.  Here you will learn the difference between secular and biblical 
counseling.

ISBN  978-1-936141-00-5     Retail: $5.00

HOPE AND HELP FOR SELF-INJURERS & CUTTERS
Mark E. Shaw

The problem of self-injury or “cutting” is becoming more and more prevalent 
in our society.  “Cutting” is complex, dangerous, and addictive-like behavior.  In 
this booklet you will gain insight for dealing with this problem from a biblical 
perspective.

ISBN  978-1-936141-04-3     Retail: $5.00

HOPE & HELP FORHOPE & HELP FOR

MARRIAGE
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MARK E. SHAW

ISBN 13: 978-1-885904-79-9 
ISBN 10: 1-885904-79-9

Expanded Edition

HOPE AND HELP FOR MARRIAGE
Mark E. Shaw

This booklet will offer hope for married couples by demonstrating that all 
marriage problems are common, and can be overcome by the power of the 
Holy Spirit working in accordance with Scripture in the hearts of two believers 
who desire to glorify God in their lives.

ISBN  978-1-885904-79-9     Retail: $5.00

THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION
A Biblical Perspective

Mark E. Shaw and Bill Hines
Striving for perfection can fall into many categories, and while Christians are to “do all 
for the glory of God,” does that mean we are to hold ourselves to a level of perfection 
that is impossible to attain?  And even if we could attain it, is that what God really 
calls us to do?  The difference between God’s laws for obedience and our self-imposed 
expectations must be understood in order for a person who is a “perfectionist” to 
experience freedom. 

ISBN  978-1-936141-17-3 Retail:  $5.00

MARK E. SHAW BOOKLETS

Expanded Edition
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MARK E. SHAW BOOKLETS

HOPE AND HELP FOR HUSBANDS AND FATHERS
Mark E. Shaw
Having a godly father as an example and role model is a tremendous blessing.  This 
booklet will help men define intentional discipleship of their families.  Learn how to 
model Jesus Christ as Prophet in your home.

ISBN  978-1-885904-80-5   Retail: $5.00

HOPE AND HELP FOR SEXUAL TEMPTATION
Mark E. Shaw 
Sexual temptations are everywhere, but the real enemy is within us.  Our hearts betray 
us in those moments when we give in to the temptation to please ourselves despite 
the consequences.  For the single or married Christian who wants to be sexually pure, 
this booklet explains why sexual temptation is so strong, and how we can conquer it 
with the help of the Holy Spirit. 

ISBN  978-1-885904-98-0    Retail:  $5.00

HOPE AND HELP FOR GAMBLING
Mark E. Shaw
“Is gambling a sin? Where in the Bible does it specifically say that gambling is a sin?”  
That question will be answered in this booklet.  You will learn about the heart issues 
that produce a desire to gamble because the Bible has much to say about the heart of 
mankind.

ISBN  978-1-936141-03-6     Retail: $5.00

“I never saw our land  
in such complacent security  

as it is at present.”
John Owen, 1616-1683
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MARK E. SHAW BOOKLETS

HOPE AND HELP FOR VIDEO GAME, 
TV & INTERNET “ADDICTION”
Mark E. Shaw

Sinful heart desires of escape, pleasure, power and love of control lead people 
to seek the temporal pleasures of excessive gaming, internet surfing and TV 
watching.  Worldly thinking lets us excuse these activities by calling them an 
“addiction.”  Learn the difference in this practical resource. 

ISBN  978-1-936141-05-0     Retail: $5.00 
Booklet

UNDERSTANDING TEMPTATION
The War Within Your Heart

Mark E. Shaw
We can find victory over sin and temptation when we know our own specific sinful 
tendencies, the power of the enemy, and what he uses to tempt us.  Knowing our 
enemy’s plan of attack can prepare our hearts to map out a strategy for overcoming 
temptation.  Here you will find the biblical antidotes for each of these powerful 
temptations, and learn to be victorious over the temptations of the heart.

ISBN 978-1-936141-23-4     Retail: $5.00

 
The War Within Your Heart

MARK E. SHAW

ISBN 13: 978-1-936141-23-4
ISBN 10:          1-936141-23-X

Hebrews 4:14 describes Jesus Christ as our high priest 
who can “sympathize with our weaknesses,” (because 

He was) “in every respect tempted as we are, yet without 
sin.”  In this booklet we see how Jesus confronted Satan when 
he was being tempted in the same ways we are.   We can 
find victory over sin and temptation when we know our own 
specific sinful tendencies, the power of the enemy, and what 
he uses to tempt us.  Knowing our enemy’s plan of attack 
can prepare our hearts to map out a strategy for overcoming 
temptation.  Jesus was tempted in the same three basic ways 
in which we are tempted:  

We can do what we want (Lust of the Flesh)
We can have what we want (Lust of the Eyes)
We can be what we want (Pride of Life)

Here you will find the biblical antidotes for each of these 
powerful temptations, and learn to be victorious over the 
temptations of the heart.

Dr. Mark E. Shaw is a Certified Biblical Counselor with the 
Association of Christian Biblical Counselors (ACBC, formerly 
NANC).  He is a certified Master’s Level Addiction Professional 
(MLAP) with the Alabama Association of Drug and Alcohol 
Addiction.  He is currently the Executive Director of Vision of 
Hope, a Christian residential treatment center in Lafayette, IN.  

Bemidji, Minnesota 56601
www.focuspublishing.com
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THE COLLEGE CHOICE
A Biblical Guide for Students and Parents

Todd M. Sorrell

“People are the products of their education. For believers, it is only 
reasonable that those who love the Lord and His Word would desire 
to be shaped by the truth, and not by what is in rebellion to it.”

John MacArthur

Forewords by John MacArthur and Stuart Scott

ISBN 978-1-936141-39-5
Retail:  $14.95 
Softcover, 176 Pages
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THE 
COLLEGE CHOICE

Michael J. Daniels

A Young Man’s Guide to  
God-Honoring Relationships

BECOMING MR. RIGHT
A Young Man’s Guide to God-Honoring 
Relationships

Michael J. Daniels

This book provides a clear roadmap for young 
men as they pursue God-honoring relationships. 
You will learn how to apply Scripture to your life, 
and realize the goal of Matthew 6:33: “But seek 
first His kingdom and His righteousness, and all 
these things will be given to you as well.”

ISBN 978-1-936141-38-8
Retail: $14.95 
Softcover, 152 pages

ALREADY BELOVED
Love, Relationships, and True Fulfillment in Jesus

Mandy Daniels

Already Beloved will encourage young women 
in a variety of life situations, whether single, 
engaged, in a relationship, or longing for one. 
Whatever the circumstance, we all need to 
develop a Gospel-focused perspective, to learn 
how to guard our thoughts, and to deepen our 
love for Jesus and those around us. Already 
Beloved is the companion book to Michael 
Daniel’s book, Becoming Mr. Right.

ISBN 978-1-936141-56-2
Retail:  $14.95 
Softcover, 124 Pages
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BOOKLETS

HOPE BEYOND DESPAIR 
Finding Truth after a Loved One’s Suicide

Julie Gossack

There is no heartache equal to that of losing a loved one.  Unanswered 
questions, despair and perhaps self-blame can leave those left behind 
with feelings of hopelessness. But true hope and help can be found in 
Christ alone. Julie Gossack shares from personal experience how the truth 
of Scripture and the hope of the Gospel can bring comfort to those who 
are living in the aftermath of a suicide. 

ISBN 978-1-936141-42-5 
Retail:  $5.00 Booklet, 42 Pages

HOPE 
BEYOND DESPAIR

 Finding TRUTH after a Loved One’s Suicide

Julie Gossack

HOPE & HELP FOR CHRONIC ILLNESS
Mark E. Shaw with Allison Griffin 
Endorsed by Joni Eareckson Tada

Periods of extreme physical pain and mental fatigue can plague anyone. 
From the medical perspective, chronic illness is defined as “an illness 
that last three months or more” but practical help and eternal hope is 
available for those who are physically suffering. Find out the wrong and 
right responses to dealing with chronic illness. 

ISBN 978-1-936141-46-3 
Retail:  $5.00 Booklet, 50 Pages
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MARK E. SHAW
with 

ALLISON GRIFFIN
Endorsed by Joni Eareckson Tada

HOPE & HELP FOR
CHRONIC ILLNESS 

Periods of extreme physical pain and mental fatigue can plague any 
one of us. From a medical perspective, chronic illness is defined as 
“an illness that lasts three months or more,” but practical help and 
eternal hope is available for those who are God’s children. 

Find out the wrong and right responses to dealing with chronic 
illness. Be encouraged to reach out for help from the beautiful 
blessing of the Body of Christ. God made each of us dependent 
upon Him and His Body, the local church. 

“When it comes to dealing with a chronic illness, you wonder 
how you will ever persevere through the never ending pain. 
How will you endure? Where are the guideposts on this long 
and difficult journey? Mark Shaw’s new booklet Hope and Help 
for Chronic Illness lays out the roadmap, helping those who 
suffer to navigate all the emotional ups and downs on the hard, 
bloodstained path to Calvary. I wrestle with quadriplegia and 
chronic pain every day, and if I am blessed by this remarkable 
little book filled with sage wisdom, you will be, too!” 

Joni Eareckson Tada  
Joni and Friends International Disability Center

� 

Mark E. Shaw, D.Min., is Founder of Truth in Love Ministries (www.histruthinlove.
org).He is an author, speaker, ordained minister, teacher of the Word, and Certified 
Biblical Counselor (ACBC & IABC), as well as a Certified Alcohol and Drug Addiction 
Counselor (CADAC II). Mark’s passion is speaking the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15) 
and seeing God’s Word transform lives by the power of the Holy Spirit. 

Allison Griffin graduated with a BA in Liberal Arts from Thomas Edison State 
University and has a Certificate in Church Ministries through Southern Seminary. 
Allison is passionate about biblical counseling and served in an internship with 
Vision of Hope, a Christian residential treatment center. Currently, she enjoys 
volunteering from home with Life Action Ministries. She also blogs about what it 
means to lean into the gospel, rest in God’s sustaining grace, and breathe in hope 
amidst the trials of chronic illness (simplybreathinghope.blogspot.com).

Bemidji, Minnesota 56601
800.913.6287 

www.focuspublishing.com

ISBN 13: 978-1-936141-46-3
ISBN 10: 1-936141-46-3

WHETHER BY LIFE OR BY DEATH
Julie Gossack

We all know we are going to die sometime, but we are stopped in our 
tracks when a medical diagnosis tells us it will be soon. Life changes 
immediately and drastically in an attempt to come to terms with the 
shocking news. But for the Christian, it does not have to bring despair.

ISBN 978-1-936141-49-4
Retail:  $5.00 Booklet All $5.00 

Booklets 
Discount:  
25 or more  

50% off

Available by 
calling 

1-800-91focus
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BOOKLETS

SO WHAT’S WRONG WITH LIVING TOGETHER?
Jeff Miller
Men and women of all ages are living together outside of marriage in our society today. 
Many do not believe it is wrong. But what does God say about it? This short volume is a 
comprehensive look at cohabitation from a biblical perspective, along with a response to 
the many logical reasons why this is considered by many to be acceptable.

ISBN  978-1-885904-66-9   Retail: $5.00

FOREVER AND ALWAYS No Matter What

Jeff and Erin Miller
Parents of an autistic or special needs child face challenges daily that can tear their 
marriage apart.  Jeff and Erin Miller are parents of two autistic children.  While there 
is much insight and information in this booklet about the autism spectrum, the 
primary goal is to provide hope and help for parents to survive these challenges in 
their marriage in a way that glorifies God.  Jeff Miller is a pastor and biblical counselor.  
Frazzled parents will be blessed and encouraged by his spiritual lessons.

ISBN  978-1-936141-12-8   Retail:  $5.00

JEFF MILLER

502 Third Street NW
Bemidji, Minnesota 56601

A Biblical Response to Forgiveness

forgiven
People
forgive

Some have said that forgiveness is the most difficult 
commandment we are given as Christians.  And why is 
that?  Perhaps it is because it strikes at the core of our 
pride that says we deserve better than we are getting.  Or, 
does it seem that if we forgive, we are letting that person 
“win” in a situation that hurt us in some way.  

In this short booklet, Pastor Jeff Miller shows us where 
the rubber meets the road; at the heart of why we want 
to forgive others. Forgiveness is hard, but it must be  
the very essence of who we are, and we are called to do 
hard things. 

Jeff Miller serves as pastor 
of Harvest Bible Chapel 
Pittsburgh North.  He is the 
author of What’s Wrong with 
Living Together? and Forever 
and Always: No Matter What,  
a story of marriage, autism, 
and God’s glory.

FORGIVEN PEOPLE FORGIVE A Biblical Response to Forgiveness

Jeff Miller
Some have said that forgiveness is the most difficult commandment we are given as 
Christians. And why is that? Perhaps it is because it strikes at the core of our pride that 
says we deserve better than we are getting. Or, does it seem that if we forgive, we are 
letting that person “win” in a situation that hurt us in some way. In this short booklet, 
Pastor Jeff Miller shows us where the rubber meets the road; at the very heart of why 
we want to forgive others. Forgiveness is hard, but it must be the very essence of who 
we are, and we are called to do hard things.

ISBN 978-1-936141-29-6     Retail:  $5.00

A Christian Response to Autism

THE LIBERATING TRUTH OF ROMANS 6
Breaking free from sinful habits, thoughts, and tendencies

Armand P. Tiffe

This booklet is written for Christians who are looking for hope and help in overcoming 
sinful habits, thoughts, and tendencies that are hindering their walk with God

ISBN 978-1-936141-52-4   Retail:  $5.00   Booklet, 28 Pages

The Liberating  
Truth of Romans 6

Armand P. Tiffe

Breaking free from sinful habits, 
thoughts, and tendencies 
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RIPPED
My Wife Left Me…What Will I Do Now?

Dr. Marshall Asher
“Ripped!” That’s exactly how you feel.  It is as if a big piece of you has been ripped away 
as your marriage is shattered.  A man who has been deeply wounded will find hope 
and help in the Bible.  

God’s Word is an instruction manual from the One who designed and created you. It 
contains everything you need to help you respond wisely to this life-changing event.

ISBN  978-1-936141-18-0     Booklet: $5.00

SELF-ESTEEM
Are We Really Better Than We Think?

David M. Tyler
Over the past 40 years the idea of esteeming one’s self has had a tremendous influence 
on the Christian church.  Years ago, the pursuit of self-love was generally thought to be 
sinful. Self-esteem is not a biblical concept, and in fact, the opposite is true.  Scripture 
teaches that we are to esteem others as greater than ourselves.  The truth is that we 
have too much self-esteem and not enough God-esteem.  Ultimately we must view 
ourselves as God does, as sinners, desperately in need of God’s forgiving, pardoning 
and enabling grace and love.  This booklet will put “self-esteem” in a proper, biblical 
perspective.

ISBN  978-1-885904-83-6   Retail: $5.00

GRIEF
Victory over a Lonely Darkness

David Tyler
It is God’s desire that His children live in victory over the painful and sorrowful 
experiences in life.  We have a Savior who understands our grief and will come 
alongside us in our sorrow with words of comfort and hope.  There is a time to grieve, 
but there is also a time to stop grieving.  This booklet presents practical steps you can 
take to find victory over the loneliness of a life-changing loss.

ISBN   978-1-936141-16-6 Retail:  $5.00

BIBLICAL FILTERS FOR YOUR MEDIA CHOICES
Joseph Schillero, Jr.
With so many media choices in our society, how do Christian parents discern what is 
best for their children? Does the Bible have anything to say about the media challenges 
people face today?  Well, in fact, it does.  In this booklet you will find “Biblical Filters” 
that can be used to guide all of your media choices.

ISBN  978-1-936141-21-0 Retail:  $5.00

BOOKLETS
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BOOKLETS

WOUNDED, WARRIOR, WISDOM
Three Stages of a Man’s Life

Keith Kaynor

The Warrior, Wounded, Wisdom pattern fits several great men of the Bible–
Elijah, Moses, Joseph and Job. The warrior thinks he is invincible. But what 
happens if God sets out to mature his faith? What happens if he is wounded? 
Will he emerge into the post productive state–wisdom–or will he set up 
permanent residence in Woundedville?

This booklet will prepare warriors for what may be ahead, assist wounded men 
to move on, and help caregivers assist the wounded toward Wisdomville.

ISBN 978-1-936141-08-1 Retail:  $5.00 Booklet, 46 Pages

HOPE AND HELP 
FOR THE HOMOSEXUAL

HOPE AND HELP 
FOR THE SUFFERING
Howard Eyrich

Each of these booklets offers Scriptural truth and 
practical help to deal with the challenges they 
address.  Each brings its own set of questions, and 
yet God is not silent on these topics.   

Booklets: $5.00 ea. ISBN 978-1-936141-01-2

ISBN 978-1-936141-02-9

EXCITING READING FOR KIDS!
Youth Mystery Series

Mat Halverson Retail $8.95 ea. • Set of 5: $25.00

Concord Cunningham: 
The Scripture Sleuth

Concord Cunningham 
Returns: The Scripture 
Sleuth 2

Concord Cunningham 
on the Case:  The 
Scripture Sleuth 3

Concord Cunningham 
Coast to Coast: The 
Scripture Sleuth 4

Concord Cunningham 
Pursues the Clues:  The 
Scripture Sleuth 5
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BACKLIST BARGAINS

SIX STONE JARS
God’s Remedy for Fear, Worry & Anxiety

Dan Manningham

ISBN 978-1-885904-75-1     Retail: $11.95
128 Pages

SEVEN STONE STEPS
Stepping Up to Godliness

Dan Manningham

ISBN 978-1-885904-94-2     Retail: $11.95
121 Pages

EIGHT STONE GATES
Taking Thoughts Captive 

Dan Manningham

ISBN 978-1-885904-85-0     Retail: $11.95
145 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$3.00$3.00 ea. ea.

SALE!SALE!
$3.00$3.00 ea. ea.

SALE!SALE!
$3.00$3.00 ea. ea.

FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT SERIES 
Lynn Stanley

10 week Bible studies based on the following topics:
The Fruit of the Spirit is… Patience
The Fruit of the Spirit is… Self-Control

SALE!SALE!
$1.00$1.00ea.ea.

WHEN GOD CHOOSES
The Life of David

Keith Kaynor

ISBN 1-885904-64-9     Retail: $13.95

SALE!SALE!
$3.00$3.00 ea. ea.

See website for more information on these titles
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BACKLIST BARGAINS

THE ART OF AGING
A Christian Handbook

Howard Eyrich  ISBN 1-885904-60-6     Retail $10.95

SALE!SALE!
$2.00$2.00

A CALL TO CHRISTIAN PATRIOTISM
A Weekly Devotional Essay Series

Dr. Howard Eyrich  ISBN 978-1-885904-95-9     Retail: $14.95 
   169 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$3.00$3.00 ea. ea.

JESUS CHRIST
Self-Denial or Self-Esteem

David Tyler  ISBN  978-1-936141-26-5     Retail:  $11.95 
   115 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$2.00$2.00

GOD’S FUNERAL
Psychology: Trading the Sacred for the Secular

David M. Tyler  ISBN 978-1-885904-81-2 Retail: $11.95 
   127 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$2.00$2.00

THE SECOND COMING OF JESUS CHRIST
Oil, Terrorism & Nuclear War

David M. Tyler  ISBN 978-1885904-92-8 Retail: $12.95 
   150 Pages

SALE!SALE!
$2.00$2.00

LIVING IN HIS FORGIVENESS
A Bible Study for Post-Abortive Women 

Sandy Day with Carolyn McGuire 
   ISBN 1-885904-42-8     Retail: $11.95 
   178 Pages

LEADER’S GUIDE   ISBN 1-885904-56-8     Retail: $6.95

SALE!SALE!
$5.00$5.00 ea. ea.

Reader, if you are looking forward to taking your place as a 
worshiper in the upper Santuary, the same Divine Being who will 

form the center and focus of your bliss there, should form  
the center and substance of your happiness here.

John MacDuff
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